
What is the advantage of Fuchun
Machining Center?

The machining center is called MC for short.It is a highly

efficient automatic machine tool which is composed of mechanical

equipment and numerical control system for machining complex

shape casting components.

Fuchun machining center mainly adopts ACE HM630

horizontal machining center and VCM-1265 high strength and high

rigidity machining center. Its main characteristics are:

1. The main structure of the machine tool is designed with a strong

closed box structure. Through careful structural analysis, overall

planning and design, the structure is stable, rigid, long lasting,

accuracy maintained, processing speed and sensitivity extremely

high.

2. All resin sand high elevation castings are professionally

assembled in accordance with international standards through

pressure treatment and precision grinding. 480, 580mm's ultra

large Z stroke (International Z axis stroke is 400~500mm), suitable

for tool magazine installation, batch parts processing.

3. BT40 spindle diameter 30~ Phi 40 takes a knife to more than



0.5mm, which is an excellent tool for product processing.

4. The precision high rigid line rail and ball system screw of three

axis are used to eliminate the inter axis clearance and increase the

transmission precision after pre tightening by the C3 class precision

ball screw of the one bay law court, so that all the axes have good

positioning accuracy and repeated positioning accuracy. High

efficiency and good performance are suitable for machining all

kinds of complex curved parts in machinery manufacturing industry,

especially for manufacturing and processing high precision moulds.

5. The volumetric oil distributor is used to lubricate the lubricating

parts regularly and quantitatively, ensuring smooth lubrication of

each smooth surface and effectively reducing the sliding friction

resistance.

6. The three axes of X, Y and Z are all connected by AC servo

motor through German high precision non toothed coupling and

precision ball screw, and the screw bearing adopts high precision

and high rigidity group angle contact ball bearing.

Fuchun machining center is composed of computer numerical

control system (CNC), servo system, mechanical body, hydraulic

system and other parts. It is a highly mechatronic product. After the

casting components is clamped, the CNC system can control the



machine tool to automatically select and replace the tool according

to the different working procedure, automatically change the

spindle speed and feed, etc. Continuous drilling, boring, milling,

hinges, tapping and other processes. Therefore, the auxiliary

working procedure time of the casting components clamping time,

measurement and machine tool adjustment is greatly reduced,

which has a good economic effect on the parts with complicated

machining shape, high precision and frequent variety.
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